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Case Study No. 1
AXA Insurance - Travel Insurance: Redesign Quote & Buy Journey

The Brief
As a result of the Travel Quote & Buy journey not being fully mobile optimised, it was
becoming harder for customers to access and use the product.
Usually being a positive thing having massive amounts of available data was actually a
challenge as I needed to sort it in order to discover insightful patterns that could be
leveraged in the redesign.
The agreed approach was to redesign the travel product in order to be consistent with the
rest of AXA products, branding guidelines and compliance requirements.

My Contribution
Problem Definition
After identifying the key stakeholders, I started engaging with them in order to clearly
identify the business goal we were trying to achieve. By finding out more about why there is
a need to do a complete redesign of the journey from their perspective was helpful and
brought great insights that influenced the design approach.
The main challenge was the inconsistency between products and outdated look and feel.

Observation
My process continued with observing and identifying the users who will ultimately use the
product: the end receipients of the redesigned journey. In order to achieve this, I used
Google Analytics and Decibel. Also got involved in the day-to-day business activities by
listening to the calls received in the call center in order to learn more about customers pain
points. Additionally, I performed a competitors’ analysis to identify how other similar
organisations are presenting their travel insurance products.
Workshop
To understand more thoroughly the travel insurance customer journey I led a workshop with
key stakeholders and call center agents. The main objective was to make my stakeholders
think and act like their own customers so that they identify themselves the pain points and
improvement opportunities. I structured the workshop in two parts:
• Ad-hoc persona. Define a persona based on what you know about a particular type of
user. This persona was used as a design tool in the second part of the workshop.

• Customer journey map - role-play earlier defined personas to deconstruct user
experience using the old travel product.

Ideation
The last step was brainstorming. This was done based on what my conclusions from the
previous steps. I collaborated with the Design team and Stakeholders to uncover other
possible insights. This meant that the new travel product has been designed to provide a
high level of familiarity to the user and address the human need of orderliness while keeping
the information succinct yet comperhensive.
During this step I have also delivered mockups and wireframes to illustrate the ideas and
tested them locally in quick guerilla testing sessions.
Prototyping
I developed multiple sketches, wireframes and hi-fi prototype.
Usability Testing
The prototype has been tested in the lab with 7 participants. Based on the usability session I
managed to make a couple of tweaks to the prototype before entering in production.

Deliverables
• Axure hi-fi Prototype Please see bellow a deliverable sample

Results & Business Impact
• Based on analytics, I concluded that users interact better with the new travel insurance
product
• This new travel product performed better than the previous one in terms of numbers of
sales, leading to double digit increase in sales.

Case Study No. 2
Rentalcars.com - display search results as a grid view besides list
view

The Brief
On search results the cars are listed as list view. One reason for experimenting with this
design is that a lot of the competitors have grid view integrated in their search results. This
alternative to the standard list view helps users compare car prices faster as it is more easy
for the eye to follow.

The second reason for experimenting with this is that when browsing via list view, users’
attention begins to drop as they browse down the page. When using grid view, the
information is shortened to prevent too much text wrapping. This leads to a more even
distribution of the users’ attention. By implementing grid view on search results I presumed
that the booking process will be faster.

My Contribution
Problem Definition
Users need to be able to find whatever they need in as little amount of time as possible. List
view displays content in a single column list. It’s also text heavy. At most, list view can

display small icons or thumbnails next to the text. Users rely on reading too much text to
make their selection.
On the other hand, grid view displays content in two or more columns with pricing
dominating most of the space. Users rely on quick scanning to make their selection.
Observation
My process continues with observing and identifying the users who will use the grid view. I
found out what car types and what suppliers are most used according to analytics, in order
to determine their order in the grid view. This was doubled by a competitive analysis of the
way Rentalcars competitors are displaying their grid views.
Ideation
I generated a broad set of ideas based on what I found during the previous two steps:
observation and problem definition. Sketching out ideas to share in daily and weekly Scrum
meetings and communicated them to the Product Owner.
Prototyping
I developed a hi-fi prototype after receiving feedback on the draft versions. Additionally I
also integrated HTML code.

Deliverables
• Mockups, Wireframes
• Hi-fi Prototypes & HTML Code. Please see bellow a deliverable example.

Results & Business Impact
Based on analytics, I concluded that users don’t interact too much with grid view for
displaying cars on search results. Grid view forces users to scroll horizontally which doesn’t
come naturally to most users. The user needs an overview of the entire information in order
to choose between cars. In this context the list view follows a more natural reading pattern,
the “F-shaped”, which suits better this type of content.
• After being A/B tested with users it became an unsuccessful experiment, clickthrough
rates were half than on list views;
• List view outperformed grid view also on conversion rate, which were less than 1%.

Case Study No. 3
Rentalcars.com - search results: add five-star ratings

The Brief
The objective of the experiment was to add five-star ratings to the search results.
When customers give rating on certain items, it is generally recommended to simplify the
process so that other users can intuitively know what the objective is. The users want to
reward good content and punish bad content. They want to express their opinion and feel
that their opinion is being taken into consideration.
The user is emotionally attached to the five-star rating system which is a simple way to
capture the entire sentiment: very bad, bad, neutral, good, very good. Its simplicity will make
the user observe better and set expectations about a specific supplier. Also it will make the
act of rating fun/game-like, as such for a period of time the act of rating is inherently
worthwhile.

My Contribution
Problem Definition
I identified the problem: the website doesn’t get enough engagement with the rating system.
This is because users have a certain mental budget they will invest in rating suppliers. The

more work they do for each decision, the fewer decisions they will make. Another
consideration is that customers only give feedback if they are motivated to do so. With the
previous rating system, the organisation only ranked suppliers without having any visual
clues.
Observation
My process continues with observing analytics and identifying the users who will be using
the solution. I found out how users interact with the ratings. From user testing insights I
understood how users perceive five-star ratings.
A five or close to five star rating, leads to a higher number of bookings. However, this must
come correlated with multiple user reviews. Otherwise the high ratings do not have a
significant booking impact on conversion rates.
When the user has to make a decision between two cars with equal rates, users are more
likely to book a car with slightly better reviews. Also, if the care has a higher rate, the users
will still book the car with the better reviews than the one with the better rating.
Ideation
Brainstorming ideas based on what I found during the previous two steps: observation and
problem definition. I made several possible visualisations of star ratings with rating
accompanied by color change of the stars themselves - gold, silver and bronze are straight
forward.
Prototyping
I developed several prototype versions of the accepted ideas and also integrated HTML.

Deliverables
• Mockups, Wireframes
• Hi-fi Prototypes & HTML Code. Please see bellow a deliverable example.

Results & Business Impact
The experiment is currently fully implemented. Next step is to add the five-star rating to all
the pages in the funnel.
• After being A/B tested with users become a successful experiment with a high
clickthrough rate;
• Star rating outperformed previous non-star version on conversion rate with more than
15%.

Case Study No. 4
Rentalcars.com - search results: add suppliers logos to supplier
filter

The Brief
Adding suppliers' logos to the search results filter in order to contribute to the user
experience as a whole. This should give users more control over their filtering options. Also
it would improve the experience of choosing a supplier by introducing a visual aid. The
objective was to reduce friction and to have booking interactions without complications.

My Contribution
Problem Definition
The users didn't engage enough with the supplier filter and could not find quickly enough
the specific supplier they are looking for.
Observation
My process continues with observing analytics and identifying the users who will be using
the solution. I found out how users interact with the suppliers filter based on analytics
results. Additionally, using user testing results, I have collected insights concerning usage of
the supplier filter. Users have two options: "reading the text" or looking at the logos. The
supplier logo is still the primary actor. It allows for much better brand recall. Also it reduces
the time when customers are trying to find a specific supplier. As such, viewing the logos
makes use of the users "scanning" through ability which is quicker than "reading” full texts.

Ideation
Brainstorming ideas based on what I found during the previous two steps: observation and
problem definition. I made several possible visualisations of the supplier filter accompanied
by their respective logos.
Prototyping
I developed several prototype versions of the accepted ideas and also integrated HTML.

Deliverables
• Mockups, Wireframes
• Hi-fi Prototypes & HTML Code. Please see bellow a deliverable example.
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Results & Business Impact
The experiment is currently fully implemented. The next step is to add a number of available
cars for each supplier.
• Important business metrics: after being A/B tested with users, it became a successful
experiment with higher click through rate;
• The supplier filter with logos outperforms the previous non-logos version on conversion
rate with more than 10%.

Testimonials

Ady Rugina
Digital Senior Product Manager
Orange

“ I've worked with Mihai on a big My Account redesign project for Orange. His work alwasys
impressed me due to his attention for details and creativity.
His friendly approach made working with Mihai a pleasure. Usually there are people who you
try to avoid and people that you cannot wait to work with; for me, Mihai was in the last
category. “

